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BUNDYS FREED
Judge tosses entire case due to federal misconduct

THE INSIDE SCOOP
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AFP takes a look back at Waco,
25 years after bloody massacre.

By Mark Anderson

See pages 8-9
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n Jan. 8, U.S. federal
Judge Gloria Navarro dismissed with prejudice the
case against Cliven Bundy and his sons, Ammon
and Ryan, and Ryan Payne. After
spending nearly two years in prison,
the Bundys celebrated their hardwon
victory along with property-rights advocates and proponents of lawful
government around the country.
Cliven spoke with AFP on Jan. 9 in
an exclusive interview. He said he
was filled with joy and relief over the
fact that his ordeal, and that of his
family and supporters, is essentially
over, and chuckled that he was a bit
jaded from giving nonstop press interviews.
“I went into that place a free man
and I intended to leave it as a free
man,” Bundy stated, referring to the
jail in which he spent 700 days.
During his incarceration, federal
prosecutors feverishly tried to nail
these patriotic men for resisting and
protesting an attempted but failed impoundment of Bundy’s cattle by
armed Bureau of Land Management
and FBI agents.
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Son of U.S. WWII veteran wants
to build Liberty memorial in Israel.
See pages 18-19
Nevada rancher Cliven Bundy, shown here with his wife, Carol, emerges a
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free man from a Las Vegas courthouse.

The “Bunkerville standoff” in Clark
County, Nev. in April of 2014 made
world headlines. Scores of supporters, some of whom were armed in the
open-carry state, showed up that
spring from across the nation to
stand with the Bundys. No shots
were fired by either side, and the feds
eventually backed down.
When AFP spoke with Bundy on
the phone, his sons and other family and friends could be heard chatting

and laughing in the background.
He commented that, under Article
III of the Constitution, judges can
hold office only during periods of
good behavior.
“Good behavior is when our
judges are in tune with the Constitution. When you’ve got judges like I
had in my case—abridging the Constitution—nobody holds them accountable,” he remarked.
Bundy was referring to several
court rulings that allowed, among other things, prosecutors to retry Bundy,
his sons, and his supporters—even
though juries had repeatedly decided in favor of the ranchers and their
friends.
Bundy summarized for AFP: “They
tried to ruin my ranch, my heritage,
and my posterity. But we’re in the cattle business and we intend to stay
there.”
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Former CIA analyst says cutting aid
to Pakistan a two-edged sword.
See pages 24-25
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U.S. should keep its nose out of
Iranian internal affairs, say allies.
See page 27

